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A Happy Grand Opening Week
We had a great first week and hope to see you in the shop soon! Below you

will find a few featured yarns, some in-store gift items, and a word from

Kerrie. :)

Come Check Out our Blue Sky Wall!

https://dashboard.mailerlite.com/preview/471555/emails/90535280036021886
https://iyarnforewe.com/
https://iyarnforewe.com/


Lots of squishy Blue Sky fibers! We have a variety of colors in Woolstok Light

�Fingering), 100% Organic Cotton Merino �Worsted), and Extra Alpaca Merino

Blend �Aran).

Looking for a New Project?





Featured above are the Sea Glass Mini made by Cindy using two skeins of our

Malabrigo Sock yarn, and Send in the Clowns, a free sock pattern on

Ravelry in the Sugar Saki.

Sugar Saki is a new blend of Superwash Merino Wool, Bamboo, and Nylon! It's

a great option for summer socks. Cindy's review: "Sugar Saki was wonderful to

knit with. It has a smooth tight twist and fun color changes."

https://www.ravelry.com/patterns/library/sea-glass-mini
https://www.ravelry.com/patterns/library/send-in-the-clowns


NORO Madara
A soft tweedy blend of wool, silk, and alpaca

Noro Madara is a beautiful non-superwash 2-ply yarn that still looks like a

single ply. A luxurious blend of wool, silk, and alpaca, Madara is a heathered

yarn with bright flecks of color throughout.



Zena made up the Barley Hat by Tin Can Knits in Noro Madara and loved

working with it. She said it's fun to stitch with and has just the right amount of

drape. "It has a slightly rustic feel, with an uneven thread and a little bit of

vegetable matter, but is still soft to the touch and easy on the hands. Plus, it

will soften up even more after a short soak with some Eucalan wool wash."

https://www.ravelry.com/patterns/library/barley-2


NEW� Arcane Fibers
Artisan Yarn Inspired by Nature



This 100% Extra Fine Merino Super Wash Worsted by Arcane is spun from

extra-long staple fibers to produce a yarn that is fine and strong with a silky

feel.

A very versatile yarn, it can be used for shawls, wraps, mittens, jumpers,

the Santorini Kerchief by Susan Mills (free on Ravelry), and just about any

Worsted project you can think of! 

Washable in cold water on a gentle cycle, it is also suitable for children's and

baby clothes. Very soft and springy. Takes up the dye well to produce deep,

vibrant colors... 

https://www.ravelry.com/patterns/library/santorini-kerchief


��� Lots More...





KNIT & STITCH NIGHT
Every Wednesday Evening starting 6/14

Every Wednesday Evening: All yarn-art folks are welcome to attend for any

amount of time from 5pm � 7pm. This is a great opportunity to meet others

with similar interests. Come alone or bring friends.

We'll be adding new classes to the calendar this Fall!

Note from the Owner

Just like everyone else, when Carolyn announced she was closing the Twisted

Ewe, I panicked. "Where am I supposed to get my yarn?" Having a local yarn

shop was a comfort I didn't realize I needed until it was gone. Since I'd been

looking for a business opportunity, a business I could build and rely on to retire

from my career job as an environmental consultant, opening a yarn shop to fill

the gap in Boise seemed like just the opportunity.



Carolyn and I met several times, and she provided a roadmap for I Yarn for Ewe

to come to life. I also met up with Stephanie, Zena, and Natalia, folks that

might sound familiar to you, to gauge their interest in transferring their talents

over to a new shop. Lucky for me, they said yes. �Whew!� Stephanie has been

working since April discovering, ordering, and stocking the store with beautiful

yarn. She is magical, and I could not do this without her.

I love yarn, knitting, and crocheting, and I love to hang out with those who also

love yarn, knitting, and crocheting. I am no expert in any of it. I'm here to

provide the goods, a place to gather, and a place of inspiration. I look forward

to learning from all of you.

Let's knit and crochet with beautiful yarn forever!

�Kerrie

Kerrie Nicholson, Owner

Zena, Sales Associate and Project Helper

Stephanie and Boobu, Managers

I Yarn for Ewe

5016 W Emerald St, Boise, ID

WE ARE LOCATED AT THE NORTHWEST CORNER OF ORCHARD AND EMERALD, NEXT TO
SUBWAY. 



208�835�9114

HOURS OF OPERATION�

Tuesday � Friday 10am-6pm

Saturday 11am-4pm

Closed Sunday & Monday

You received this email because you were a previous customer at the Twisted Ewe, or you

requested to be on our email list.
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